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Appendixx A 
Complexityy Classes and Reductions 

A.ll Complexity Classes 
P:: (Classical) polynomial time 

NP:: (Classical) nondeterministic, polynomial time 

EQP:: Exact, quantum, polynomial time 

FP:: Exact, polynomial time functions 

FEQP:: Exact, quantum, polynomial time functions 

EXP:: Exponential time 

PSPACE:: Polynomial space 

PP:: Probabilistic, polynomial time 

CCAA:: The class C with queries to the set A 

C;f:: The class C with non-adaptive queries to the set A 

CCAAWW:: The class C with not more than k queries to the set A 

CCAA^:^: The class C with not more than k non-adaptive queries to the set A 

Sigmaa classes: Eg = P, and Ef+1 = NPE? 

Deltaa classes: A?+1 = PE-

Thetaa classes: 6f+1 = pf? 

Computablee Decision Problems: E0 
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A.22 Reductions 
many-onee reducible "<J^": S <^ A, if there exists a poly-time reduction r such that 

xx G B if and only if r(x) € A. 

truth-tablee reducible "<£ " : B<p
ttA, if there exists an algorithm for B that answers 

thee question "x € £??" with polynomial many non-adaptive queries to A. 

Turingg reducible "<£ " : B<^A, if there exists an algorithm for B that answers the 
questionn "x e BV with polynomial many queries to A. 

A.33 Query Complexity 
n-bitt black-box An (unknown) function ƒ : { 1 , . . . , n}  — {0,1} . We say that the 

black-boxx 'contains' the n-bit string ƒ (1), -. -, f{n). 

(Probabilistic)) query complexity The number of times, as a function of n, that the 
black-boxx ƒ has to be queried to solve a problem (with high probability). The 
worst-casee distribution over all possible black-boxes is assumed. 

Unstructuredd Problem A problem that is defined for all strings {0,1}" , and hence 
forr all black boxes. 

Structuredd Problem A problem that is only defined on a proper subset of {0,1}" . We 
sayy that there is a 'promise' on the input of the problem. 


